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Abstract

Thermoluminescence spectra of rare earth doped calcium fluoride samples, both powder and single crystal, were recorded over the temperature range from 25 K to 673 K. Although some broad band features exist, the spectra are dominated by the rare earth line transitions. The glow peak temperatures are slightly sensitive both to the ionic size of the dopants and the dopant concentration. By contrast, very considerable differences are generated by heat treatments, such as annealing followed by either fast or slow cooling. Comments are included on the reasons for such sensitivity in terms of association of dopant and intrinsic defect sites and why the results of dosimetry powder differ from those from single crystals.
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1. Introduction

Calcium fluoride (CaF\(_2\)) containing rare earth dopants has long been widely used in applications ranging from a scintillator lens [1], to a laser system [2], and as a radiation dosimetry material [3]. Recently, CaF\(_2\) scintillator was also considered as a promising material applicable in physics for dark matter [4, 5]. Water Soluble CaF\(_2\):Ln\(^{3+}\) nanocrystals have been prepared as a fluorescent labeling material for biology and clinical use [6]. Thus the ability to dope CaF\(_2\) with rare earth ions has been widely exploited.

Despite the successful applications, the details of the way the rare earth ions are incorporated into the lattice are far less clear, and over time there have been a variety of ever more complex models. The changes in models partially reflect the fact that probably the first application of quantum mechanics was to calculate the energy levels of an electron in a box in an insulator, and relate the electronic states to the absorption properties of the F centres in alkali halides [7]. That was a simple system and the calculation was 90\% successful. A closed box for a trapped electron is idealistic but evolving experimental techniques have detailed much longer range interactions, often extending over more than 50 shells of neighbouring ions [8-10]. Replacing a divalent calcium with a tri-valent rare earth ion demands some charge compensation, and also the mismatch in ionic volume introduces stresses. Typically, such stress can be reduced by association of defect complexes, and so the luminescence responses are sensitive not only to the chosen rare earth ion, but also the concentration of dopants, their association with intrinsic defects, and thermal processing treatments which allow aggregation or dissolution of complexes. For example, in an earlier study [11] of the spectra from Nd doped CaF\(_2\), the thermoluminescence signals contained emission features characteristic of the Nd, but the isometric plots revealed dramatic changes with Nd concentrations of 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 \% of
Nd. That study, and others [12] indicate that the presence of Nd can quench intrinsic luminescence signals. Further, high temperature anneals at 500 °C followed by either slow or fast cooling, totally altered the precipitation of the associated Nd sites and thermally generated vacancies. Such effects are not unexpected, not least as at say a 1% dopant level, perfectly distributed Nd ions would be much less than 10 shells from another Nd ion (and this means they are not independent entities). The earlier Nd study was with single crystal material, whereas in many dosimetry systems powder samples are used, with powder sizes of perhaps 100 micron dimensions. In these situations, there is not only direct coupling between the rare earth dopants, but also perturbations from surface and intrinsic defects. Overall the expectation is that the thermoluminescence responses of crystalline material and powder will differ. Indeed, this is the case, and one of the current objectives is to investigate and contrast the TL responses with a number of rare earth examples, plus noting changes driven by heat treatments.

Rare earth (RE) ions modify the optical properties of CaF$_2$ since they strain and distort the original site symmetry, and require charge compensation. Such factors are reflected in optical properties such as the wavelength, line width, lifetime and relative intensity of the rare earth transitions [13] and the TL [14]. Other thermoluminescence examples have noted that rare earth dopants may even modify the overall lattice structure (i.e. not just the immediate neighbourhood of the dopant). Examples of total structural change are reported for ZnO and SrTiO$_3$ [15-17]. Inevitably such sensitivity exists as a function of the crystal supplier, grain size, ion type [18], concentration [19], impurities [13], method of excitation [20] and heat treatments to improve performance [21].

With such inherent complexity it is realistic to recognize that one may optimize performance
in applications, but rarely will one be able to have detailed knowledge of key lattice sites.

2. Experimental

Large single crystals of rare earth doped CaF$_2$ were obtained from Optovac (part of the Advanced Chemicals Division of EM Industries Inc). Thermoluminescence, photoluminescence and radioluminescence of these samples were recorded and described in an earlier doctoral thesis [22], some of these previously unpublished data are presented here.

The crystalline results are contrasted with new powder material grown for this study. The new samples include CaF$_2$: RE$^{3+}$ (RE=Pr, Sm, Tb, Er, Dy, Ce) prepared by a high temperature solid-state reaction. According to the stoichiometric ratio, the raw material of CaCO$_3$, NH$_4$HF$_2$ and rare earth oxide were mixed in an agate mortar. The mixture was then placed in an alumina crucible and fired at 700 °C for 12 hours in the air. After cooling down over 4 hours, the fired samples were then ground into powder and prepared for the TL measurements. The rare earth ions doping concentration of the samples used in this work is 3wt%.

Thermoluminescence (TL) spectra, after X-ray irradiation, were obtained using a high sensitivity luminescence system [22, 23]. There are two temperature stages for the high and low temperature range. During the experiments, the high temperature stage operated from room temperature to 400 °C with a heating rate of 15 K/min. The irradiation dose was 40 Gy. The low temperature stage operated from 25 to 300 K after the samples was irradiated by X-rays at 25 K with a dose of 5 Gy. A low heating rate of 6 K/min was used so as to minimise the temperature lag between the sample and sample holder. Rapid heating results in major temperature gradients [24] and is inappropriate for the more fundamental investigations of the current work.
3 Results

3.1 Low temperature data

The current data are from an extensive total study of both crystal and powder samples, and therefore only a few selected figures are presented here. In all cases the rare earth ions introduce line emission spectra characteristic of the rare earth dopant. At low temperature the line spectra are the dominant features and broad band UV emission from the host lattice of CaF$_2$ is invariably weak or totally suppressed. This is consistent with earlier studies [11] in which the CaF$_2$ radioluminescence signals were proportionately reduced with increasing RE content. For single crystals there was also a definite pattern that the TL peak temperatures were displaced with changes in dopant concentration. Additionally, there were peak movements that are related to the ionic size of the rare earth. Both these features are consistent with other data of rare earth doping in insulating crystals, and for example have been reported with hosts of LaF$_3$ [25, 26] and Bi$_4$Ge$_3$O$_{12}$ [10]. For the CaF$_2$ host, increasing the dopant concentration tends to slightly lower the glow peak temperatures, and this trend extends from the lightly doped single crystal material to the more heavily doped powder.

Examples of the low temperature TL spectra are shown here as isometric plots of temperature, wavelength and intensity and/or as contour maps of the data. These figures are followed by a Table I which lists the main peak features seen in the various samples (both crystalline and powder).

Figure 1 is for Pr doped powder and here one observes the standard Pr emission lines in the TL emission, together with a weaker prolonged Pr signal over the entire temperature range. Very similar data were recorded below 100 K from single crystals with either 0.1% or 0.4% Pr doping levels. For the single crystals the minor feature near 150 K was absent. Figure 1 also includes a contour plot. Figure 2 has examples of isometric plots for Sm, Tb and Er, TL spectra from powder material. Note
that in the Sm data there is evidence for some broad band host TL at very low temperature. This behavior of low temperature intrinsic signals has also been noted elsewhere, as for the RE doping of LaF$_3$ and Bi$_3$Ge$_3$O$_{12}$. For Dy in CaF$_2$ the crystal the TL peaks are at a similar temperature, however, the pattern of relative intensities of the four strong lines is the reverse of that presented here for the powder. In our data from several different crystalline materials the relative line intensities vary with Dy content, but no obvious pattern has been identified. Nevertheless, for single crystal CaF$_2$ doped with either 0.1 or 1.0% Dy there is a reversal of the four-line intensity pattern compared with that from the powder. Figure 3 contrasts the low temperature Dy data from the powder with that from a single crystal with 0.1% Dy content. For the higher dopant level there are additional minor differences in the number of weak TL peaks.

Table I summarises the positions of the main TL peaks for rare earth doped CaF$_2$ both in single crystals and the powder samples. It is apparent that there are minor decreases in some of the peak temperatures with increasing dopant concentration. A similar pattern was observed in RE doped LaF$_3$ [25] where increasing dopant concentration lowered the peak temperature. For LaF$_3$ there was a clear trend relating the glow peak movement with size of the substituted rare earth ions. The changes matched both ion size and co-ordination number (despite the fact that there were indications that the dopants were in small related clusters) [25, 26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Atomic number</th>
<th>Glow peak temperatures(K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ce 0.1%</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>107 124 154 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce (powder)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr 0.1%</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>79 105 120 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr 0.4%</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>76 120 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr (powder)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd0.01%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>84 105 128 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd0.1%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>85 106 127 147 181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4 shows that for RE doped CaF\textsubscript{2} the low temperature peaks are very slightly shifted by the ion size, and the changes suggest a reduction in peak temperature with larger ions. The pattern extends up to Pr, at which point the Pr data are at noticeably lower values. The Pr ion is slightly smaller than the original Ca\textsuperscript{2+} ion, so this may minimize the lattice distortions. For the larger Ce ion the TL peak values have increased. This is not unexpected as the same pattern (but with much larger temperature movements) was noted in Bi\textsubscript{4}Ge\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{12} [10], with the lowest temperature value observed for ions of the size of the host site. Earlier views of such dependence were normally presented in terms of ionic radius, but since the lattice distortions are driven by changes of ionic volume the plot here is in terms of RE volume. The dotted lines are offered as a visual guide.

Table I lists the glow peaks detected at low temperature for the different rare earth dopants, but it does not indicate how they vary in relative intensity. Therefore, some TL responses are indicated by figure 5 for the powder material. To emphasize that powder and single crystal responses are not always identical figure 6 gives contour plots of Ce doped powder and crystal samples. For the crystal the lower temperature broad band signals may in part come from intrinsic TL. This possibility could explain why the signals move to longer wavelengths on heating (as the band gap decreases with temperature). However, there is a Ce\textsuperscript{3+} transition at 315 nm at room temperature, so the data may
merely be displaying how this highest level Ce transition is changing. The longer wavelength features are less temperature sensitive.

Rare earth dopants are characterized by their multiplicity of emission line, as seen for the RE luminescence transitions displayed in the TL data. The spectra recorded at low temperature for RE ions in CaF$_2$ often display only a limited number of strong features, figure 7, but include more signals at other wavelengths above room temperature. This pattern of behavior is repeated in many other insulators. In general, the long wavelength signals predominate at low temperature, but a more numerous set of lines are emitted at high temperature. Possible reasons are mentioned in the discussion.

3.2 High temperature data

Thermoluminescence above room temperature also shows the characteristic line spectra of the rare earth dopants but additionally there are a variety of broad emission bands. This is clearly evident in the case of Pr, as shown in figure 8. Similar mixtures of lines and bands are noted for Er, Dy and Ce, as seen in figures 9, 10 and 11. Broad bands are not necessarily linked to the RE dopants as the broad band features do not always occur at the same temperatures, either in terms of the RE signals, or between different samples with different RE dopants.

3.3 Effects of thermal treatments

In view of the previous examples of changing TL responses driven by thermal treatments some of the current samples were also thermally annealed to 500 °C and then either slowly or rapidly cooled. Modifications of the TL patterns were immediately obvious, both for the low and high temperature measurements. Figure 12 displays the high temperature contour plots for single crystals
of CaF$_2$: Er with a 0.1% erbium doping. Whilst the central line features are preserved, as well as two small emission bands near 400 and 660 nm, the patterns all differ, and visually one notes that there is no similarity in peak temperatures. In this figure the contrast is between data from the same crystal (a) as received; (b) after a 500 °C anneal followed by slow cooling and (c) after heating and thermally quenching. The main TL emission moved approximately from 150 to 225 to 200 °C. The signals appear with a pair of strong central lines at 525 and 537 nm (the resolution used here does not resolve finer details). The lines do not peak in the TL at identical temperatures and for figure 8 the values are (a) 155 and 150; (b) 228 and 222 and in (c) at 208 and 199 °C. A possible reason is included in the discussion.

As already mentioned, above room temperature such heat treatment effects had been noted previously in CaF$_2$ for Nd dopants of several concentrations. The present examples show that the emission patterns and glow peak temperatures are altered and figure 13 contrasts the high temperature TL for a crystal of CaF$_2$ with 0.1% Pr. The original signals from the 0.1% dopant level (figure 13a) differ from those with 0.4% Pr (figure 13b) where the lower temperature signals are missing. Heat treatments to 500 °C modify the pattern (figure 13c for the 0.4% Pr) but the change is independent of a fast or a slow cooling after heating.

4. Discussion

Rare earth doping of calcium fluoride produces thermoluminescence spectra with line emission features characteristic of the dopant ion. At low temperature the signals are predominantly from the rare earth ions with only minor traces of broad band luminescence that is characteristic of defects of the host material. By contrast, above room temperature many of the samples include a variety of line and broad band features. As indicated in the figures, the broad bands differ in both wavelength and
peak temperature from the rare earth signals, and indeed from material doped with different rare earth ions.

The rare earth ions vary in size from the calcium ion site that they occupy, and they also exist in a different charge state. The many consequences of these variations include the fact that the lattice is distorted, there is a need for charge compensating defects in the vicinity of the site and, as seen in earlier data for other material [10, 25-28], there is a high probability that the impurities will not be accommodated as individual dopants, but instead are likely to cluster in some fashion. The inherent consequences are that the defect structures and their stability (hence also the TL signals) will vary with (a) ion size, (b) dopant concentration and (c) thermal treatments which allow dissolution or clustering and production of intrinsic lattice vacancies. All three aspects are evidenced here (and elsewhere) for the TL for CaF$_2$ doped with rare earth ions.

The precision of the data is such that one is able to note small changes in the temperature of the low temperature TL peaks on changing dopant level, and an overall pattern is that the peaks appear at successively higher temperatures, depending on their divergence in size from the calcium site. With earlier data, from LaF$_3$ and bismuth germanate, the minimum TL value occurs for ions of the size of the host that has been replaced. This matches the example here for Pr doping that is a good match to the Ca ion size. However, for calcium fluoride the temperature shifts are small compared with those seen in the bismuth germanate or LaF$_3$.

Thermal treatments to alter association of impurities and defect sites are effective. The examples shown here at high temperature (for Er dopants figure 12, and for Pr in figure 13) indicate for Er a total trap depth restructuring between the original samples from those that were annealed and slow cooled and those annealed and thermally quenched. By contrast, above room temperature the Pr
data differ after annealing, but slow cooling and quenching produce similar responses. In all the higher temperature results there are a variety of broader line and band features that one assumes are linked to intrinsic defects, but there is no clear pattern how they relate to one another, or how the dopants are included. This mirrors the behavior of the earlier results for various Nd concentrations and thermal treatments.

There is an extensive literature that includes models of intrinsic defect sites in calcium fluoride [29, 30]. In earlier idealized models there are proposals for lattice vacancies at fluorine sites, and alternatives of rare earth charge compensation either by intrinsic defects or additional impurities. In irradiated material it had been assumed that the rare earth site was altered to a divalent state, so it could be accommodated in the host lattice. Such modelling had been fruitful in materials such as alkali halides, when the dopant and defect concentrations were sufficiently small (i.e. parts per million) that the defects were well separated. However, any attempt to link such modelling and speculations to the current rare earth doped systems (where dopant concentrations can be as high as 0.4%) is incredibly difficult. For the potential dosimeter materials the dopant levels are so high that the stability of the host lattice is completely undermined. This is not merely from the need for charge compensation, but also because of the close proximity of the dopant ions, and their intimate connections to charge compensators. Note that for the samples with a RE concentration of 0.4% (i.e.1 in 250 ions) it means in a perfectly dispersed system each RE ion is within ~7 lattice sites from another impurity ion. Further, original lattice ions are at half this distance from the impurities. This is not isolation, as site coupling at such short distances is well documented. The propensity to associate impurities to minimise the strain energy of the lattice will imply pairing and clustering (plus charge compensation) which results in large complex defect packages. This is a familiar situation in
dosimetry materials (e.g. in the TLD100) where each complex of trap and linked recombination site will involve associations and measurable lattice distortions spanning perhaps 20 or 30 host sites [31]). An extreme situation was noted in RE doped zircons [32] where the evidence suggests the dopant ions precipitate out into nanoparticles of an impurity phase.

One must note that in the heavily doped dosimetry powder the grain sizes are small (perhaps one hundred microns) and this offers an immense surface are that will both be distorted and provide bonding sites for atmospheric or other impurities, with all their associated strains and charge states. It is therefore not unexpected that, as seen here in CaF$_2$, there are measurable differences between the same dopants as recorded in dosimeter and single crystal material, and those where heat treatments have varied intrinsic defect concentrations. The problems of defect site modelling have been extensively mentioned by very many authors over the last quarter of a century [e.g 33].

Overall, the current data confirm that RE doping of calcium fluoride is an effective route for phosphors that will offer strong thermoluminescence for radiation dosimetry. Nevertheless, the design of such materials will continue to be empirical, as understanding the details of the impurities and lattice interactions is not realistic.

In terms of dosimetry efficiency, the association of traps and recombination sites is desirable as this provides a luminescence signal without competition from non-radiative sites (i.e. as in TLD100). Finding direct evidence for adjacent sites from luminescence data is unusual but several examples have been noted. In figure 12 it was seen that the green emission lines of the Er site have TL which is sensitive to thermal processing and, more critically, they differ in their TL peak temperatures by ~6 degrees. For long range separation of traps and recombination sites charge transport via the conduction band would not distinguish between the RE transitions. However, in closely linked sites
electron tunneling would initially favour the lower level transitions, as seen in this Er data. The same possibility has recently been reported for Tb and Eu doped magnesium orthosilicate dosimeters [34, 35] and a more general review includes examples from crystalline material [36]. The possibility of such tunneling has frequently been discussed but these RE emission spectra produce TL that offers direct evidence.

5. Conclusion

The complex thermoluminescence behavior from RE doping of calcium fluoride reveals the expected behavior of changes linked to impurity ion size, dopant concentration and defect associations controlled by heat treatments.
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Figure 1. Low temperature isometric and contour plots of the TL of Pr doped CaF$_2$ powder samples.

Figure 2. Low temperature isometric plots of the TL of Sm, Tb and Er doped CaF$_2$ powder samples.

Figure 3. (a) A low temperature isometric plot of the TL of Dy doped CaF$_2$ powder sample. This is contrasted with that from a crystal of CaF$_2$ doped with 0.1% Dy.

Figure 4. Glow peak temperature in CaF$_2$ as a function of the volume of the RE dopant ions.

Figure 5. Integrated glow curves for doped CaF$_2$ powder.

Figure 6. (a) A contour plot for Ce doped CaF$_2$ powder; (b) TL contour map for a Ce doped CaF$_2$ crystal.

Figure 7 Examples of spectra from different RE dopants in CaF$_2$ powder.
Figure 8. TL above room temperature for Pr doped CaF$_2$ powder.

Figure 9. TL above room temperature for Er doped CaF$_2$ powder.

Figure 10. TL above room temperature for Dy doped CaF$_2$ powder.

Figure 11. TL above room temperature for Ce doped CaF$_2$ powder.

Figure 12. Variations in the high temperature TL of the same Er doped CaF$_2$ single crystal. The contours were (a) the original sample; (b) after annealing at 500 °C and slow cooling, whereas in (c) there had been rapid cooling.

Figure 13. Examples of high temperature with crystal containing Pr. (a) is for a crystal of CaF$_2$ with 0.1% Pr; (b) with 0.4% Pr and (c) after heat treatments to 500 °C for the same crystal.
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